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PORTFOLIO MODELS – Quarter 3, 2020 Report
Market Review – IndexInvest Multi-Strategy series model portfolios
It’s easy to get distracted in the current environment. Covid-19 case counts globally ebb and flow as does the
political rhetoric around vaccinations and cures, the US political “circus” rolls on and will only intensify in the lead up
to the November poll, the delivery and appropriateness of the various fiscal support packages (including the
Australian budget) are under scrutiny and geo-political tensions remain elevated.
A resurgence of Covid-19 cases in Europe and the inability of Democrats and Republicans in the US to come to an
agreement on a fiscal package resulted in weaker equity market performance during September. There was hope
that a fiscal support package would be agreed upon prior to the US election, but that now seems increasingly
uncertain with the Democrats and Republicans still at odds regarding the size of the package. Domestically,
unemployment figures were stronger than expected, though there is greater uncertainty heading forward as
JobKeeper starts to unwind.
There are some early encouraging signs that the global economy can recover. Central banks and governments have
assertively responded with stimulus measures. These measures include interest rate cuts, business loan guarantees
and funding measures for banks. Governments have also responded with wage subsidies to mitigate the immediate
downside risks to the global economy. However, the coronavirus threat needs to be contained before a sustainable
turning point is achievable. Clearly, positive news on this front in the coming months could be a game changer for
markets, potentially leading to a significant rally in some of the stocks that have lagged this year.
The final quarter of the year could be particularly eventful. By January, we should know the outcome of the US
election, whether a no-deal Brexit was avoided in the UK and whether US Congress has passed more fiscal stimulus.
Most importantly, there is a good chance that we will get news on a vaccine. For now, we remain cautiously
optimistic of opportunities for global markets as the pandemic and other matters are addressed.

IndexInvest Dynamic Portfolio models - Holdings (%)
COVID-19 has, and likely will continue, to cause volatility in global economies and markets. Given the considerable
uncertainty, IndexInvest investment managers may over-weight allocations to selected sectors and under-weight
allocations to others. This is done to reduce the adverse effects such volatility has on a portfolio.
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Portfolio Constituents & Weights - 30 September 2020

VanEck Vectors Australian Equal Weight ETF
Vanguard Australian Government Bond Index
Russell Australian Semi-Government Bond ETF
VanEck Vectors China New Economy ETF
BetaShares Asia Technology Tigers ETF
iShares FTSE China Large-Cap ETF
ETFS Physical Gold
BetaShares Gold Bullion ETF (AU$ Hedged)
ETFS Enhanced USD Cash ETF
BetaShares U.S Dollar ETF

Cash
Cash Account

Disclaimer: IndexInvest Pty Ltd (ABN 68 112 875 617) is a Corporate Authorised Representative (no.338955) of Zeninth Representatives Pty Ltd
(AFSL no.479623). Any advice in the website or correspondence is general advice only.
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Quarterly Performance Commentary
The third quarter emphasised the benefits of geographic diversification. Asian equities returned over 10% and are the
joint best-performing equity region year to date, up over 5%. Meanwhile, UK equities fell 3% and are down 20% year
to date. European equities also lagged the rest of the world, with returns of 2% and -7% for the quarter and year to
date respectively. US equities delivered nearly 9% over the quarter and over 5% this year. Over the quarter, global
equities (unhedged) still had a strong return of 3.9%, However, these share gains were restrained by September’s
correction as well as a rising Australian dollar.
Australian shares had a disappointing quarter with a -0.4% return. The Energy sector was the weakest link with a 14.1% return given weak oil prices. Financial sector shares (-6.2%) also disappointed with concerns over rising doubtful
debts as the ‘JobKeeper’ and ‘loan repayment deferral’ programs are set to be tapered. However, there were some
bright spots. The Information Technology sector (+12.6%) benefited from Wall Street’s surge. Consumer Discretionary
(8.7%) also positively surprised given hopes for a post-virus recovery.
The final quarter of the year could be particularly eventful. By January, we should know the outcome of the US
election, whether a no-deal Brexit was avoided in the UK and whether US Congress has passed more fiscal stimulus.
Most importantly, there is a good chance that we will get news on a vaccine. For now, we remain cautiously
optimistic of opportunities for global markets as the pandemic and other matters are addressed.
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Portfolio Performance Ending 30 September, 2020
Portfolio
3 Months
90% Growth & 10% Growth Satellite
-0.17%
80% Growth & 20% Growth Satellite
-0.27%
70% Growth & 30% Growth Satellite
-0.38%
^
Multi-Strategy Benchmark – CPI+4%
*Inception date: 09 Aug 2013.

6 Months
3.14%
3.43%
3.71%
0.10%

70% Growth & 30% Growth Satellite

1 Year
3 Years (p.a.)
4.19%
4.94%
5.56%
5.37%
6.95%
5.80%
3.18%
5.00%

Inception (p.a.)*
6.30%
6.91%
7.52%
5.58%

^ CPI data for formulating the benchmark is not available at time of writing.

Risk Analysis
IndexInvest Multi-Strategy
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio
Information Ratio
Sotino Ratio

90% - 10%
5.62%
1.00
0.08
2.04

80% - 20%
5.95%
1.05
0.18
2.18

70% - 30%
6.38%
1.08
0.27
2.22

*Risk free rate is assumed to be 0.81%
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Important Information
Performance Data
The performance figures represent past performance of the model portfolios. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
Performance for periods longer than a year have been annualised and represent cumulative (i.e. compounded) returns. Performance is
calculated to the last business day of the quarter. Performance does not include brokerage fees and commissions that may be incurred in the
trading of securities within each model portfolio.
Performance figures include fund management fees and expenses of the ETFs included within a model portfolio and assume the reinvestment
of distributions of any such ETF. Performance figures do not include investment management fees, if any, to be applied by IndexInvest.
Performance returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses applied by product issuers.

Important Information
Issued by IndexInvest Pty Ltd ABN 68 112 875 617, Authorised Representative no. 338955.
This material is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would
be contrary to local law or regulation. IndexInvest is a part of the Holzworth Partners group which comprises of accountants, lawyers, financial
advisers. IndexInvest acts as an investment manager in Australia. IndexInvest does not offer financial products to persons in New Zealand who
are retail investors (as that term is defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA)). This material does not constitute or relate to
such an offer. To the extent that this material does constitute or relate to such an offer of financial products, the offer is only made to, and
capable of acceptance by, persons in New Zealand who are wholesale investors (as that term is defined in the FMCA).
This material provides general information only and does not take into account your individual objectives, financial situation, needs or
circumstances. Before making any investment decision, you should therefore assess whether the material is appropriate for you and obtain
financial advice tailored to you having regard to your individual objectives, financial situation, needs and circumstances.
This material is not a securities recommendation or an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any securities in any jurisdiction.
No part of this material may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the prior written permission of IndexInvest.
© 2019 IndexInvest Pty Ltd. All Rights reserved. IndexInvest and the stylised logo are unregistered trademarks of IndexInvest.
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